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Abstract. This paper discusses a new input model for camera- equipped mobile 

devices which is more efficient, intuitive and intelligent.  This proposed model 

takes advantage of the motion captured from the camera: the general movement 

of both device and user.  These movements are mapped to a three-dimension 

space and input methods are devised depending on the current situational 

context.  Such an interface allows users to far more quickly interact with their 

devices, avoids navigation though nested menus and allows the device to 

perform natural tasks without the user having to knowingly interact with it. 

1 Introduction 

The mobile phone has gradually evolved over time to become a multi-functional 

device that transcends simple voice communications.  Mobile phones are commonly 

used as task schedulers, portable music players, games machines and internet 

browsing devices. 

These devices typically use a 12 to 15 key ISO complaint interface with an 

additional input device (scroll wheel/joystick) for additional finer-grained input.  The 

phones interfaces have advanced over time to encompass the additional functionality 

to these devices, but multiple-level menus. and such are not a user friendly option and 

only add additional complexity to the experience and additional learning time for the 

end users of such a device [1]. 

Hierarchical menus rely on the users knowledge of the system before-hand so that 

they can traverse the correct path to find the item they want.  This has been found [2] 

to not perform ideally for learning users since the design is geared towards what the 

designers believe is the best path to follow. 

Predictive input (such as T9 [3] on a phone) can be used to dynamically search for 

an application/action the user wants to perform and while it is easier for the user to 

find the correct result by predictive typing it hinders progress if the user is not entirely 

sure what functionality they intend, or they are simply browsing options. 

This is where a predictive model based on user action comes to the fore-front.  A 

user can learn motions quickly, they can act out what they wish or can express their 

state of mind (confusion, anger) in ways that aid in understanding what they wish for. 

The multi-functionality of these devices can be taken advantage of in opening new 

human-interaction pathways with the devices.  The camera embedded in many of the 

newer devices can be used to track the general movement of the device while being 
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held and basic information about the current environment the device is in (light/dark.)  

This information combined with general human motion in response to specific 

situations allows an entirely new input model to be developed. 

The advantages of such a model compared to methods currently available on 

mobile devices are numerous.  First, the attempt to mimic and replicate human motion 

can ease adaptation to the model and increase learning speeds.  Motion prompts 

require little attention to be paid to the screen/keyboard and allows the user to 

concentrate more on the world around them with little distraction from the portable 

device.  Natural motion can also be tracked and interpreted so that the user is 

supplying useful information to the device without their knowledge. 

Motion input can be considered analog by nature allowing a lot more subtle 

controls of directions, speeds and amplitude, something not readily available on most 

mobile devices.  Coupled with intelligent parsing of information around it the model 

can easily adapt to the users requirements in ways that are simply not possible with 

methods currently in place. 

The work presented here was divided into four design and implementation 

milestones. There was the need to understand how motion could be applied to a 

mobile device. This motion was classified into sub-types that could be used to aid in 

the description of this motion. After this initial structure and framework was created 

multiple surveys were conducted to determine the validity of the concept as well as 

find out how users reacted to situations on a mobile device via motion, this is 

discussed further in section 3. 

After the knowledge was gained there was the need to apply it directly to a mobile 

device. This included finding efficient ways to detect motion given the limited 

resources of a mobile device as well as developing a prototype capable of showing 

that motion was indeed being tracked.  

2 Design of Model 

Previous work, including Hex [4] and TiltText [5], show that motion-based text input 

models are viable on mobile devices.  These approaches utilised orientation data 

gathered from an external sensor (accelerometer), and therefore have limited 

applicability. The research presented here aims to further develop this approach by 

encompassing a larger variety of functionality available to the user at any given time, 

and create a general model for motion-based user input.  Using a variety of stimuli, a 

user’s required outcome can be achieved much faster and definitely does not have to 

be limited to textual input. 

In addition, we use data taken from a mobile’s embedded camera to gain 

orientation information, and provide an additional form of user input.  This data can 

determine the phone’s current situation or the direction it is being moved.  The image 

data changing from light to dark could indicate the device has been placed in the 

owner’s pocket.  This could be considered an indication to turn on the device’s key 

lock.  An intelligent model could also determine if silent mode should be engaged (in 

a meeting or at the movies.) 
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Motion can be used to supplement button-based input or in certain circumstances 

replace it completely [Fig. 1.].  If listening to music, moving the device right while 

pressing a button can indicate an input to skip the currently playing track.  Pressing 

the same button while moving the device up can be an indication to increase volume. 

 

Fig. 1. Linear motion can be tracked via a device’s embedded camera.  While a lower quality 

camera makes tracking imprecise, it can be used to track general, simple motions.  

Most inputs make sense only in specific circumstances (e.g. next song while 

listening to music).  This fact allows actions to be mapped to multiple inputs 

depending on the situation.  Thus it greatly decreases the complexity of actions 

needed and the amount needed to be learned by the users.  Small buttons on devices 

typically hinder input and hence replacing a lot of the multiple buttons presses with a 

combination of one buttons and a direction should decrease input time similar to web 

browser mouse gestures (Opera, NetCaptor).  A lot of these inputs can be designed to 

make sense to the user as well by following typical human movement patterns, 

moving the device up and down can easily be recognized as the same motions as 

nodding one’s head in agreement.  Moving the device to one’s ear can be interpreted 

as answering a call.  Such mimicking of normal human motion can dramatically 

reduce learning time since the knowledge in already used by the users prior to 

adapting to the model (Table 1.). 

Table 1. Simple breakdown of possible differences (Note that motion can not be seen in the 

dark). 

Situation Currently Input Noticed Response 

Dark Playing Music Button Press Ignore 

Light Playing Music Button Press Stop Music 

Dark Playing Music Button Press and 

Left Motion 

Ignore 

Light Playing Music Button Press and 

Left Motion 

Next Track 

 

The initial model will be created with multiple users input and insight.  Surveyed 

users will judge appropriate functions to be applied to the model and an initial list will 

be created.  User interaction and experimentation over multiple repetitions will aid in 

building upon this model and certify the appropriate inputs are set for each of the 
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desired functions.  User testing will ensure the motions remain relevant over the 

iterations, do not overlap and are appropriate for most users. 

Users never have identical needs; therefore a provision for user customization will 

be added in later revisions.  These will be in the form of shortcuts for certain 

functions.  These can either take totally new commands inputs → functions or 

override presets that the users find little use for.  The same provisions as before 

(situation, current action) will be applied.  Multiple profiles for different users upon 

the one device remain a possibility. 

The proposed model extends and builds upon current mobile input schemes by 

adding three significant stimuli for the device’s input channels. 

2.1 Device instigated input 

Tracking the motion of the device is useful in predefined situations.  Many of these 

are where the device is expecting specific input because of the current situation.  

These are commonly considered low-level inputs and include functionality such as:  

scrolling, selection, confirmation and acknowledgement.  Such situations occur when 

the device initiates the communication path and awaits the users’ response. 

− Confirm deletion of a SMS - Move device up and down (nod) 

− Pan down an image - Move device down 

− Scroll right through options - Tilt device to the right 

These are all set and obvious motions for the above situations where the device awaits 

the user’s response before continuing. 

2.2 Human instigated input 

Tracking human motion allows for the impersonation of natural activities and the 

ability to apply them to relevant situations.  These actions are typically instigated by 

the user and should generally mimic an action that is in context with what the user 

wants if they were to perform that motion naturally. 

− Move device away from head while in a call - Lower volume 

− Move device to ear after entering number - Make call 

− Turn device 90 degrees to left - Enter landscape display mode 

The device would constantly check for movements that relate to these actions and 

act accordingly if they are appropriate for the current situation. 

2.3 Scene input 

Information cannot only be retrieved from motion that the device detects, but also 

information captured and interpreted directly from the imagery stored while looking 

for motion.  Such scene information is the crux of the intelligent input of this model.  

Retrieving certain data from the images can instigate events automatically (if they are 

appropriate at the time). 

− Detect dark surrounds (pocket) - Turn on key lock and silent 
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− A face is the focus of the camera - Take picture 

− See another mobile device - Attempt Bluetooth discovery 

− See a business card - Find and store name and number in phonebook 

Such functionality is supplementary to the core of this model (which is the motion 

detection).  But is a significant step to true intelligent input and device automation.  

Therefore the allowance of such a form of input is important to the model’s overall 

design.  [Fig. 2.] demonstrates a typical image that a camera could collect from a 

mobile device. Much contextual information can be gathered from this that can open 

up more advanced inputs because of the situation the device is in [6].  It is daytime, 

located at an airport with taxis nearby.  All this information can be used to open up 

specialized input paths on top of what is already available. 

 

Fig. 2. Sample picture for scene input.  Much information can be gathered, such as the taxi, 

luggage and the airplane icon upon the sign.  So we might be looking for a way home or 

possible flight times. 

3 Design 

To create a model that users could react naturally to, it was required that these 

same users were placed in situations with the devices and their reactions to set events 

monitored.  Initially, to create an understanding of the users, a simple survey was 

carried out to gather information about them and how they though such a model 

would work. 

After this information was recorded a more advanced survey structure was created 

that emphasized on particular areas of input (selection, choosing, modification, 

adjustment, confirmation) along with a global option revolving around mobile phones 

(functionality.)   

Each of these situations was modeled by an automated survey that was run on a 

Windows Mobile 5 device.  This device simulated tasks that correlated to one of these 

inputs types.  User’s reactions and motions were recorded both externally by a video 

camera and internally by the device.  Markers were placed around the environment to 

easily translate minor movements made by the user to the device. 

 

The tests comprised of: 

− Selection - Selecting points of the screen. 

− Modification - Changing the hue of video streamed from the camera. 

− Adjustment - Modified and rotated video from camera shown to the user. 
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− Confirmation - Reacting to happy and sad faces. 

− Adjustment - Reading scrolling text that gets faster and faster 

− Functionality - Phone call emulation 

4 Survey Results 

Results showed [Fig. 3.] that a significant number of users reacted in a way that 

closely mimicked real life motions for the situation if there was no device, i.e. 

− nodding device = nodding head - confirmation to prompt 

− twisting device = rotating head - rotating an image 
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Fig. 3. Automated survey response distribution.  Status quo answers were where the 

participants supplied answers similar.  Independent answers are a collection of answers that 

were complete but different from the most common (status quo) answer. 

A finding that was not expected was how confusion was handled in the motion 

inputting of simple commands.  Initially the surveyed participants were generally 

confused with the entire process of moving the device to correspond to input.  What 

was noted was the almost universal reaction by these people when placed in a 

situation they would not express their input. 

Confusion was recorded as people shaking the device, much like the stereotypical 

response by people attempting to get a broken device to work.  Such an input could 

easily be detected as a plea for help and therefore added to the model.  Prompts could 

then be given to the user. 

The model resulted in being contextual in nature so that certain motions can have 

different meaning depending of the situation (typically simple motions such as 

twisting the device to signify simple adjustments such as numbers or images).  

However, some motions applied well to specific situations are unique to only that 

instruction. (‘help’ for example.)  Finally some input/motions need the ability to 

disable other inputs while awaiting an appropriate input (e.g. disabling many actions 

while awaiting the user to respond to a confirmation dialog. 

An attempt was made to further instruct confused users on how the model was to 

work to determine if general learning of the input method was possible.  Users 
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responded positively to this effort, therefore it was determined that such a model was 

indeed feasible. 

5 Detecting Motion 

Detecting motion between different frames of video traditionally encompasses finding 

objects that have moved between the frames and then analyzing these objects to 

obtain data.  This has limited application in this field as instead of tracking what has 

moved between the frames we are expecting the entire picture to move and we work 

backwards to determine how the device has moved. This involves picking certain 

highlights that are easy to identify in the picture and tracking there location changes 

between frames.   

Many problems have to be tackled when taking this approach: 

− Objects in the scene might move independently and therefore give totally wrong 

data if they were picked to be tracked.   

− We need an approach that can at least some way differentiate between rotation 

movement and lateral movement. 

− We also need a way that can use low quality images and work within the limited 

restraints of mobile devices. 

Initially, it was concluded that edge-detection algorithms would be the most 

appropriate way to approach this problem.  Straight edges are commonly attributed to 

static objects in the environment (tables, buildings, roads) and are relatively easy to 

track between frames.  Problems arose when trying to determine the differences 

between rotation and movement since the edges had no reference point to compare 

when determining rotation.  This resulted in having to examine edges in order to 

compare their changes to each and other edge.  If an edge grew smaller on one side 

while one on the other side grew then it was presumed rotation was being performed.  

This resulted in additional complexity and often unreliable results as reference edges 

were often inappropriate to compare with.  Therefore a simpler method will need to 

be devised. 

The Augmented Reality Toolkit (ARToolkit [7]) allows users to track icons (small 

black and white images embedded in a black bounding square) inside a scene.  It 

tracks possible icons, their location in the screen and other 2D space information 

(area, vertices and rotation.)  The toolkit makes tracking rotation easier as the edges 

of a icon now have appropriate references (the opposite edge of the square.) [Fig. 4.] 

 

Fig. 4. Detecting black screens of a Nintendo DS within a Direct3D application. 
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The main component of the ARToolkit, which is the detecting of the information 

inside the square, was an unnecessary step for detection motion between frames and 

was therefore removed from the calculation.  This gave us information on black 

polygons on the frame that could possibly be rotated in a 3D plane to give a square.  

This give an additional level of 3D rotation detection as not only can we track vertex 

data on the square, but can also create transformation matrices that would transform 

our polygon back to a square and track these matrices between frames. 

Often multiple squares would be detected upon the screen and while tracking 

multiple squares and averaging the data would be the perfect result mobile device 

limitations once again came into play so an algorithm was devised to determine the 

‘most appropriate polygon (MAP).’  Each polygon returned by the ARToolkit’s 

detection routines was given a score to grade how appropriate the polygon would be 

to track [Fig. 5.].  Quick tests are then performed to determine if the MAP of the 

current frame is the same as the MAP from the frame before (by comparing screen 

size, centre and vertices.)  If so, then changes between frames are calculated.  If not, 

an attempt to find the previous polygon in the current scene occurs and calculations 

are applied before shifting to the new polygon. 

 

Fig. 5. An image before and after the filter is applied, MAP highlighted. 

 

To determine a MAP score, the following factors were include: 

− α - Appropriate size (easier to detect changes on polygons taking up more screen 

space) 

− β - Vertices distance from screen edge (further from edge, higher chance square 

will still exist the next frame.  If the polygon gets cut off by the screen edge it can 

no longer be detected.)  Determined by adding the distance of the X*10 and Y*10 

co-ordinate of each vertex to the closest screen-corner and taking the smallest 

result from the four vertices. 

− γ  - Edge Length (easier to track rotation in both directions if the edges are not 

short.)  Result is the addition of (100/edge length) for each edge. 

− δ - Chance it is a true polygon (0.0-1.0) (ARToolkit returns confidence results.  

The lower the confidence the less likely this is a square, and the more likely it will 

not be detected next frame.) 

Examination along with trial and error was then employed to determine an 

algorithm that gives the strongest results.   

The algorithm currently being using to give a MAP score is:  

α/10 + β/10  - γ * δ . 
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6 Software development 

We have chosen to carry out the initial development of a prototype based upon the 

model on a Microsoft Smartphone device.  Because of further integration of cameras 

within the SDK, Windows Mobile 5 devices were selected. 

The mobile versions of DirectShow and Direct3D are not as advanced as their 

desktop counterparts but are sufficient for processing this information.  Connecting 

the device’s camera to a capture graph allows us to pass a filter over the image stream 

in an attempt to find what we are looking for (black polygonal objects.)  Querying the 

filter allows us to extract information about the object (its corners/vertices) in screen 

space [Fig. 4.].  This can be translated into a Direct3D world. 

The cut down version of ARToolkit that only detects the required information was 

encapsulated into a DirectShow filter so that the Direct3D libraries could be used to 

aid in the processing of this information.  Creating a filter also allows the detection 

algorithm to easily be incorporated by other programs because of the COM interfaces 

it supplies.  Such a filter easily allows other programs to start the camera and send all 

information through the filter before asking for the information found. [Fig. 6.] 

 

Fig. 6. Desktop COM detection filter spotting squares through GraphEdit (dots on corners) 

Once the MAP is found, it is placed into 3D space with the aid for Direct3D so that 

information between frames can easily be detected and translations detected. [Fig. 7.] 

 

Fig. 7. Mobile application displaying both the video stream and the 3D filtering of the MAP 

(video is flipped horizontally both examples). 

The next step to achieving the goal is to hook the underlining framework to the OS 

of the devices to automate functions when motion is detected.  This requires 

knowledge of the current status of the phone and ways to directly call functions that 

the OS is expecting at the time (e.g. choosing ‘No’ at a message box prompt.) 
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7 Conclusion 

We have presented an intuitive input model for mobile devices based on the 

movements of the device and user.  Such a model design opens up a logical pathway 

to take in human-machine interaction and is developed with a cost-effective and 

currently available environment in mind.  As more learning is developed over time, an 

increased set of logical functions will be able to increase the autonomous level of the 

phone tasks.  Users’ natural motions in situations can be understood and harnessed 

more effectively to perform these functions with little conscious thought required 

from the user.  In addition, we have developed a working prototype using DirectShow 

and Direct3D that shows that motion detection using a camera is indeed possible. 

Overall this method offers a more dynamic, intuitive and automated interface than 

what is currently available with little or no changes to the hardware requirements of 

the phones.  Real world applications of such a model are highly plausible and become 

only more relevant as the trend towards all-in-one integrated devices continues. 
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